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element which must be destroyed is Christianity is to perish. And then they

said, let us get at this task. You take the story of the Resurrection of

Christ, I will take the story of the conversion of Paul and we will study

the Book very thoroughly and publish the evidence to show that these events

never happened and this will go a long way toward destroying Christianity.

The two men separated and each of them spent many months studying in libraries

and combing through the evidences in the Scripture, the different statements
one

which they found about these events. As *WZJ looked at the various accounts

of the Resurrection of Christ and the other looked at the various accounts of

the conversion of Paul and as they looked at it at first there seemed to be

diversity and contradiction between them and he thought that here was evidence

truly that they were false, but as he looked further, he found the evidence

of conradiction was only superficial and lay upon the surface. It was exactly

what one would expect if two or three different eye witnesses told a story

of the same event. They each would see different aspects. When he got under

neath he found a remarkable unity and agreement between them. Just what one

would expect among various witnesses, if the story which they told were a true

story though seen through different viewpoints and different aspects. The

result was that when a good many months later the two men met again, each

said, well, how is your book coming and the other said excellently, but Sir

Gilbert West said, you know, he said, I have a confession to make to you, he

said, as I have studied into the book, I have become more and more convinced

that the book, as I have looked into the evidence that actually I was mis

taken all the time, that Christ actually did rise from the dead, that this

is true and he said, I have written my book, not to show that it is false but

to show that it is true. And Lord Littleton said, that is strange because

I have had the same experience. The more I studied into the account of the

conversion of Paul and investigated, the more I became convinced that this

actually was true and so I have written my account to prove that and the ac

counts may be read today. They are still well worth reading -- Sir Gilbert
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